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The monograph introduces the work of Antonio Barrese, from his 
beginnings in 1965 to the present day, combining his expertise in 
art, design, technology and science in a holistic, meta-disciplinary 
vision. The many, varied texts it contains develop a reflection on 
the cultural and artistic avant-garde and on the revolutionary vision 
of Kinetic Art, which continue to produce high-end, exemplary art 
that anticipates “the world that is about to be” and which art helps 
to realize. The monograph documents a quantity of research and 
work so vast that it is usually considered incompatible: art, design, 
visual narrative, morphological research, experimental photography 
and cinema, cultural agitation, theoretical texts and didactic activity. 
A wealth of material that only exists in Italy, which demonstrates the 
integration between art and the expressive opportunities that the 
last fifty years has generated. Completing the endeavor was com-
plex, not only because of the necessary systematization of the con-
tents, but also due to the “format” that Barrese chose for the layout 
and the expressive relationships between the texts and the images.
An attractive book in terms of structure and narrative methods: it 
can be treated similarly to a film: scrolling through, dwelling on a 
specific part or reading the texts sometimes. A rare book, perhaps 
unique among art books: it narrates art in an unconventional man-
ner, it doesn’t mask the inner storytelling that is innervated in the 
work, it presents the works and the problems of the context. A com-
plex book; it shows the necessary materiality and the profound mo-
tivations of art, of its generative nucleus and the anthropological 
innovation that it is tasked with putting forward.
The monograph is edited by three exceptional scholars. 
Peter Weibel, one of the most accredited curators of contemporary 
art in the world. Valentino Catricalà, an emerging star of digital art 
and new media. Stefania Gaudiosi, an author of essays on con-
temporaneity, multimedia and new media. She is the curator of “L’ar-
te è un delfino” (“Art is a dolphin”) and lent her support to the work 
carried out by Barrese during the three years it took to complete.

Il libro presenta i lavori di Antonio Barrese, che 
sviluppano la riflessione sulla poetica dell’Arte 
Cinetica e sulla sua continuità.
Il suo operato testimonia la necessità di un’arte 
alta, esemplare e significativa. Fonde l’esperi-
enza dell’arte, del progetto, della tecnologia e 
della scienza, in una visione olistica e meta 
disciplinare.
Il libro, con l’intento di dimostrare l’integrazione 
tra l’arte e le opportunità espressive che l’ultimo 
cinquantennio ha reso disponibili, presenta una 
gamma operativa normalmente considerata 
inconciliabile, ma estremamente significativa 
per l’avan- guardia del Novecento.

This book showcases the work of Antonio Barrese and 

delves into the poetics of Kinetic Art and its continuity. 

Barrese’s works bear witness to the need for art to be 

high-level, exemplary and meaningful, fusing 

experiences from art, design, technology and science 

into a holistic vision and discipline-spanning 

objectives.

To demonstrate how this art is integrated into the 

expressive opportunities that have opened up over the 

last fifty years, the book’s scope spans a breadth of 

topics that is normally considered irreconcilable,

even if it is of extreme significance to the

history of twentieth-century avant-gardes movements.
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